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CC1, INC. AND MARK ANDY ANNOUNCE AFTERMARKET SALES AGREEMENT
Leading Press Manufacturer to Offer CC1’s Camera-based Automatic Register Control

Portsmouth, NH, November 17, 2015 - - CC1, Inc. announced today that they have entered into an
agreement with Mark Andy of Chesterfield, MO to offer CC1’s DRC-6000L Automatic Register Control
through the press manufacturer’s aftermarket sales channels.
Camera-based and running on CC1’s proprietary software platform, the advanced register control capabilities
made possible with the DRC-6000L are critical to address the demand for greater and tighter register
accuracy and more complex packaging.
With a steady stream of installations throughout the United States since its release earlier this year, the DRC6000L is providing label printers with 50-75% waste savings in establishing color register during makeready.
Unique to the DRC-6000L, final register can be established automatically even if color marks overlap.
Successful ROI has already prompted several industry leaders to purchase additional systems to outfit more
of their presses.
“We are pleased to have the opportunity to establish this mutually beneficial partnership with Mark Andy“,
said Jim Lewis, President of CC1. “Mark Andy can now offer their customers the ability to easily retrofit
presses with a register control system that addresses the stringent requirements demanded of today’s label
printer.”
The agreement provides CC1 with wide exposure for the DRC-6000L as positive results and proven ROI
numbers are achieved on the newest capability in establishing final register.

“Mark Andy prides itself on being a total solutions partner. With that being said, we recognize this
partnership as a great opportunity to add to our portfolio of offerings,” said Greg Reiter, Mark Andy Retrofit
Engineering Manager.
Mark Andy will also offer the DRC-6000L on refurbished presses sold through aftermarket channels.
About Mark Andy
Mark Andy Inc. helps converters realize their potential by creating and delivering innovative technologies
and comprehensive solutions that increase productivity and profitability. As the world’s number one
manufacturer of narrow and mid-web printing and finishing equipment, the company supplies leading global
brands, including Mark Andy printing presses and Rotoflex finishing solutions, as well as a complete line of
Mark Andy Print Products consumables and pressroom supplies. All products are supported by the largest
customer support team in the industry, dedicated to supporting converters throughout the lifecycle of their
equipment and offering a variety of services including spare parts, technical service, retrofits and rebuilds,
PM programs and superior training through Mark Andy University.
About CC1
CC1 is today’s leading innovator in the use of camera technology for process measurement and control in the
web printing market. Long known for their application expertise and product quality, web printers in the
packaging, newsprint, commercial offset, and direct mail segments continue to rely on CC1 for solutions to
their challenges in color and process registration.

Founded in 1979, CC1, Inc. developed the first camera-based web inspection system which became the
standard across all web printing applications. As time and technology advanced, the company migrated their
product line to the first commercially available camera-based automatic register controls in 1990.

Every printing process offers specific challenges. The limitless capabilities of the camera, when combined
with CC1’s application development expertise, continue to provide the platform upon which the company
bases its industry-leading, comprehensive Camera-Based Automatic Register Control product line-up.
Backed up by a long-standing reputation for product quality and blue ribbon customer support, CC1
successfully pursues its mission of providing customers a complete solution to achieving significant ROI and
product quality improvement.
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For sales information on the DRC-6000L Automatic Register Control, contact Bob Baillargeon
(CC1, Inc.) at 1+ 603-766-5854.



For sales information on Mark Andy’s aftermarket offerings, contact Greg Reiter (Mark Andy) at
636-532-4433.



For press information, contact Penny Lewis Shawah (White Dog Marketing Solutions, LLC) at 1+
203-520-5077.
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Featuring the latest in CC1’s camera-based register
control capabilities, the DRC-6000L automatically and
precisely establishes register on startup, even if color
marks overlap.

Recent retrofit installations of CC1’s DRC-6000L Camera-based Automatic
Register Control on Mark Andy presses are producing makeready savings of 5075% in establishing color register.
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